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Copyright information

This document 

• Is intended for PhD students and guests attending my lectures

• Has no lucrative purpose, teaching is already paid by my monthly salary

• Started as an informal collection of ideas discussed privately with a small number 
of students 

• Evolved in a document for classroom use

• Was later expanded and cleaned up over the years, trying hard to make it suitable 
for public release

• I am afraid that a small amount of material may have escaped from my attention 
(appropriate citation or copyright)

Should you spot a problem, please email rather than making a fuss.  Fixing 
immediately is all what I want
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Scientific publication in a nutshell

Should be

• Share advances in science

• Submit new ideas to the 
colleagues’ criticism

Also a means to
• Assert supremacy
• Compete for grants
• Take control on open positions
…and a lot of time wasted

Only a fool learns from his own mistakes.
The wise man learns from the mistakes of others
Otto E. L. Fürst “von Bismarck,” German Statesman, 1815–1898
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Why worrying that much?

• Research costs a lot of money

•Funding depend on your publication record

• Academic career is highly competitive

•Access and career depend on your publication record

• Academics obsessed by career and grants 

•Do poor science

•Have a miserable life

A wise publication strategy is vital for a researcher
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We will learn about

• All about the peer-review process
• Why articles are published or rejected
• Choice of a journal or of a conference
• Impact factor, and other relevant topics
• Copyright, plagiarism…
• How to communicate scientific ideas in 

journals, conferences, books…
• Organization of a text
• How to give a talk
• Computer tools
• Academic careers
… and other useful stuff
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Practical information

• Learning material

• Slides are released as soon as I can

• Check on my web page http://rubiola.org

• Regularly registered PhD students

• Obligations (ruled by PhD School, not by me)

• Attend to all sessions

• Either, sign the list of attendees (classroom), or show up online 

• Fill the inquiry at the end of the course

• Everybody else is welcome

• Informal registration to our Doctoral School

• No obligation to attend all lectures, but you sign on the list of attendee

home page http://rubiola.org
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Other lectures

Option A (recommended): Part 1-3 (lectures 1-15, 22.5 hours). The secrets of oscillators do not suffice to you 
without the foundations of the science of measurement. Take both Phase Noise and Frequency Stability in 
Oscillators from RF/Microwaves to Optics, and Scientific Instruments.

Option B: Part 1-2 (lectures 1-10, 15 hours). You want to know the secrets of stable and low-noise oscillators, how 
they can be measured, and the systems they belong to. Choose Phase Noise and Frequency Stability in Oscillators 
from RF/Microwaves to Optics.

Option C: Part 1 and 3 (lectures 1-5 and 11-15, 15 hours). You are an experimentalist interested in precision 
measurements, in the subtle meaning of uncertainty, and in the nature of the measurement units we use in all 
domains of science. Attend Scientific Instruments
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Part Lectures Burden Content

1 1-5 7.5 h General instruments and experimental methods

2 6-10 7.5 h Oscillators, phase noise and frequency stability

4 11-15 7.5 h The new International System of Units SI

A set of 15 lectures on time-and-frequency, instrumentation and metrology



Students of 
Time-and-Frequency, Optics, and Physics

European Frequency and Time Seminar
Besançon, June 26-30, 2023

Full week seminar, for PhD students, Engineers and Scientists
Int’l instructors, lectures and labs every day
After approval of your supervisor, 
register by e-mailing to frequency-time-seminar@femto-st.fr

http://efts.eu
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English Language

This is mainly addressed to French folks

…but the language of scientific disciplines may be a challenge
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A Common language

At the time of Newton, Latin was the language generally used for science

Now Latin is gone, and virtually all serious science is in English
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My own standpoint

•Does your idea deserve reading?
• Yes –> you write it in English

•Not –> you don’t write it at all
Save your time for better purposes

•We live in the era of globalization
• Take your notes in English, even when 

using other languages

• Write your lab logbook in English

•American English should be 
preferred to UK English

My old notebooks turned out to be useful to some colleagues
This would have been impossible if I wrote in French or in Italian

A page of my lab logbook, October 3, 1990
Italian, spending a sabbatical in France
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Major universities offer free online lectures

• Audio recordings and full video

• Different levels, from undergrad to 
PhD / postdoc

• Different topics
• Art & Humanities, Biology, Chemistry, 

Engineering, Genetics, Mathematics, 
Physics, Psychology, 

• Some are really entertaining

• Start MIT and Stanford
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At the end 2014, Walter was censored by the MIT.
Charges are likely unclear, if not abusive, because 
he has never been challenged in justice.
This accident does not diminish the value of his 
lectures Most (all?) of the Walter’s lectures are found on YouTube
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My favorite choice is Walter Lewin
(Formerly on MIT Open Courseware)

However good is your English level,
university lectures may be the best option to learn the vocabulary of a discipline



Improve your English

• Familiar with file-exchange sites and peer-to-peer network?  Get e-

books related to your domain

• Physics, mathematics, Chemistry, etc. are available on

BookFinder, Library Genesis, Sci-Hub, etc.

…be wary of copyright and DNS

• General literature is available from http://gutenberg.org

• For fun, take a look the “Visit to the Lagado Academy”, Gulliver’s travels 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/829/829-h/829-h.htm 

• BBC radio 4 makes available wonderful cultural broadcasts/podcasts

Everybody has a smartphone or a tablet  Use it to learn when commuting!
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The Peer-Review Process
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The legacy of Francis Bacon

Empiricism – or the scientific method

• Early rejection of the medieval Aristotelianism
(deductive reasoning)

• Inductive reasoning

• There is no room for hypotheses

• Start from experimental observation

• Gradually generalize a finding based on facts

• Finally, state a physical law 

The word “Science” means “Natural Science”

(In a strict sense, mathematics is not science) The Bacon’s empiricism influences the main way 
in which we communicate scientific results:

the peer-review process

Science –> inventions that give relief to 
miseries and needs of human life

Francis Bacon, 1561–1626 (painted by Paul van Somer I)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Somer_Francis_Bacon.jpg
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The peer-review process

Facts
• Science not diffused (not published) is useless

• In the era of Internet, spreading information is 
too simple

• Academics and scientists build their career on 
published results

• Vanity and desire of immortality push humans to 
publish

Questions
• New?

• Relevant? 

• Trusted and correct?

The answer is in the

Peer Review Process

• Submit our work to anonymous 
evaluators

• Accept the response
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Process overview

Paper submission has 
gone long ago 
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Manuscript

Online submission –> EIC EIC = Editor In Chief

EIC assigns one AE AE = Associate Editor

AE assigns the Reviewers

AE and EIC decide

Revision

Submission

typically 2-5
reviewer, referee, peer 
are synonymous

Each reviewer sends 
a report

better if AE and EIC 
discuss the decision

hard rejection

hard rejection

Blind or double blind?

rejection or 
further revision



Decision Outcomes

• Accept (as it is)

• Further review
• Minor revision
• Major
• Rewrite and resubmit

• Inappropriate journal

• Don’t publish
• Already known matter
• Plagiarism
• Wrong
• Insufficient
• Rubbish

may be a trick to delay the publication

Sometimes the answer details the reasons

More often, you receive a very polite letter 
that says nothing

details / do what you are asked 
is probably the best choice
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The Response of the Reviewers

Contents

• Technical / scientific value of the manuscript

• The topic is suitable to the journal

• The general level is sufficient, compared to 
the journal rank

• The results are trusted / likely to be true

• The results are useful (in a wide sense)

• Bibliography – state of the art, related works, 
competitors

Writing

• Quality of English writing

• Clarity of Abstract and Introduction

• Clarity of analysis and conclusion

• Other

• Formulas

• Figures and tables

• Technical terms and symbols

The reviewer is expected to report on the manuscript. 
The details vary from journal to journal, around the following issues

The reviewer is generally allowed/encouraged to join a free-form report on the manuscript.  
Not a rule, but if well written it increases the reviewer weight in the decision
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Two-Step Peer Review

• Screening
• You have to send all your recent articles on the topic

• Check if the manuscript deserves the long peer review

• Rapid decision

• In-depth peer review

• Adopted by the most prestigious journals
• Nature

• Science

• …

21



Blind or double-blind?

• Virtually all manuscripts are evaluated 
in this way

• Works well in biology/medicine
• Experimentalist and samples do not now 

each other

• Unrealistic to evaluate manuscripts
• Works only with outsiders
• Otherwise Internet breaks the secret
• Double-blind is used by some scam journals
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Reviewer

Editor (AE/EIC)

Author
knows

secret Reviewer

Editor (AE/EIC)

Author
secret



Alternate models

• Collaborative rather than evaluative

• Used long ago by Academies of Science

• Re-proposed by some journals

• My understanding
• Can only work if preceded by good 

screening

• Tool for open criticism
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Reviewer

Editor (AE/EIC)

Author

public comments
Published article

Readers
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each other
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ORCID

Open Researcher and Contributor ID

• Unique number that identifies a researcher/author

• Delivered by https://orcid.org, 
• No profit organization
• Your ORCID is free of charge

• Mandatory for some journals – other just advise do provide

• Can be used to create an account and to sign in
• Likely, only in science sites
• Way better than Google andFacebook

• My advice: get yours ASAP

Enrico’s ORCID is 0000-0002-5364-1835
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Publons

• Track the contribution of 
reviewers to journals

• Most journals propose to 
the reviewers

• Commercial website
• Launched in 2012
• Acquired by Clarivate in 2017

• Benefits
• Academic recognition
• Career
• Rank

• Problems
• Aggressive commercial 

approach
• Personal data sharing
• Creates obstacle for young 

researchers

• Now, probably inevitable
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How Long Does It Take?
•A general answer is 4–12 months for the full process
• Strongly dependent on the journal

• The practical minimum is 2.5–3 months
1 week for the AE to find the reviewers,
2 weeks for the reviewer 
1 week for the AE to make the decision
1 month for production

•Higher rank journals are generally faster

•A too short time is generally related to a scam

•A too long time may hide a problem
• Somebody is trying to steal your work
•Your work is so boring that nobody wants to take it in charge
•The journal suffers from a management problem

26



Monte Carlo Average – Empiricism Again!

© IEEE, highlights are mine

© Elsevier, highlights are mine

Slow
Received: 29 Apr 1998
Revised:   17 Aug 1999
Published:  5 May 2000

Dazzling fast
Received:   3 Dec 1986
Accepted: 10 Dec 1986
Published:  2 Mar 1987
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Off-stream Topics

Masterpieces and idiocies are often found here 

28



Unexplained, well documented facts

• Anomalous precession of Mercury’s perihelion 
discovered by Le Verrier in 1859

• Precursor theory by P. Gerber, 1808

• Explained by the Einstein’s General Relativity, 1915

• Discovered in 1911 by Heike K. Onnes,

• Complete theory in 1957, Bardeen, Cooper 
and Schrieffer
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…the discovery of new laws may follow
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Wrong methods and untrusted results

• Expensive/tough experiment

• Good reason to invest

• …but no or untrusted results!

• What happened?
• Discover that the method is not 

applicable
• Technology not ready
• Data dispersion
• Unable to interpret
• Something goes wrong

• Morally
• May be quite useful to the 

community

• In practice
• Difficult to publish
• No career reward
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Example: gravitational waves.  The weber bars, John Weber 1966-67, never worked
B. P. Abbott et al., Observation of Gravitational Waves from a Binary Black Hole Merger, PRL 116(6), 2016



The peer-review process may fail
The Howard R. Johnson’s  perpetual motor is awarded 3 patents

– The patent review process is similar to the scientific peer review  –

Science & Mechanics, Spring 1980

Web story on rexresearch.com
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A Cultural Provocation

Later, the author said that this article is a total 
nonsense, and he did not believe a word of it
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The Peer-Review Process Is not Perfect 

Yet it is the best we have
Just like democracy

Weird examples all around 
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Appendix to
The Peer-Review Process

You may review this by yourself
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Hierarchic Tree of a Journal (Example)

optional layer
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© IEEE, highlights are mine
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Vocabulary

• Author

• Manuscript = The draft submitted for publication

• Editor = Big boss, in charge of everything. Has the last words

• Associate Editor = In charge of a manuscript, under the Editor

• Guest Editor →When a journal has a special issue on a topic

• Reviewer / Peer / Referee = 
Anonymous evaluators, for each manuscript
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Du Yourself at Home

Answer the following
• Who choses 

• Reviewers

• Editor / AE

• Which are the main qualities of 

• Reviewers

• Editor / AE

• Are Editor and AE a “better” / “higher-
rank” scientists than a reviewer?

Homework
• Identify at least 3 journals relevant to 

your PhD (or research) project

• Bring to your mind 2-4 articles you have 
already read, and you consider important 
to you.

• Choose one article, and review

• the organization of the text

• the typographical layout

Spend 15-20 minutes

38



Types of Articles and Journals

Regular, Short, Letter, Review, Tutorial, etc.

39



Types of Journal Article

• Article (regular article)
• Research report, relevant innovation in a 

domain

• Short (article)
• Same as regular article, shorter and less 

important

• Often at the end of the issue

• Usual names for short article:
Correspondence / Short communication / 
Note

• Letter
• Concise research report

• Claims important results deserving rapid 
publication

• Review (article)
• Synthesis / State of the art in a domain

• Usually long (10–50 pages), often invited

• Tutorial (article)
• Intended to teach

• Ideally, simpler and deep content, 
accessible language

• Invited article
• Under invitation of the Editor (EIC or AE)

• Editorial 
• Official voice of a journal

• Example: comment on a discovery or an event

40

Research Report Articles



Types of Journals

• Journal (regular journal)
•Mainly research reports (regular articles)

• Letter Journal
•Publishes (almost) only letters
•High rank teams publish almost only in letter journals

• Reviews
•Publishes (almost) only review articles

• Magazine (not a scientific journal in strict sense)
•General interest and broad readership
•Articles decided by the Editorial Board
•Written by internal staff / freelancers / invited

41
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Lecture 2
The Scientific Publication
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Nature Vol 613 p. 414, 19 January 2023 You can read the full report (290 p)
M. Nerad et al. (ed), Towards a Global Core Value System in 
Doctoral Education, ISBN 978-1-80008-018-8, UCL Press 2022

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00084-3.pdf
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10154799/1/Towards-a-Global-Core-Value-System-in-Doctoral-Education.pdf


Subscription vs Open Access (OA)

• Long time ago
• Readers paid the journals
• Journals paid the authors

• Subscription journals
• Charges are paid buy corporate subscribers (universities and labs)
• Seldom by individuals 

• Open Access online journals
• Article Processing Charges (APC) paid by the authors
• Potential incomes may bias the peer-review process
• Publishers put pressure to authors

• Mixed / My favorite option
• Open Access option in a subscription journal
• The OA option is chosen at the end of the peer review process

• OA biases the number of readers

Sadly, it is all about money

45



Publication charges

• For most journals, the cost of 
publication is payed by the 
readers

• Mostly by academic subscriptions

• Dissuasive cost for single purchases 
($ 20–50 per article) 

• Open access 

• The cost of publication is payed by 
the author

• OA articles in a regular journal

• OA journal

• May impact on the peer-review 
decision

• Generally, no (mandatory) publication 
charges for the author

• Volunteer publication charges
obsolete → open access

• Over-length charges discourage too long 
articles

• Some journals opt for a rigid boundary, no 
exceptions allowed

• Options generating additional charges

• Color in the printed version (color online is 
free)

• Reprints

46



Unique “Magic” Numbers

• European Article Number EAN: 13 digit 
(barcode) numbering system for trading

• Most commercial items have EAN

• Great keyword for Internet search

• International Standard Book Number ISBN
https://www.isbn-international.org)

• Unique commercial identifier, 

• 13 digits (10 digits before 2017), for a book

• Also e-ISBN for ebooks

• $1 each in bundle of 1000, $100 single 

• International Standard Serial Number ISSN
(https://issn.org)

• Unique commercial identifier,

• 8 digits, for a serial publication (journal, 
magazine, etc.)

• International Standard Music Number ISMN

• ISBNs, ISSNs etc. should be purchased from 
the National Agency

• In France, Agence Francophone pour la 
Numérotation Internationale du Livre AFNIL

• Library of Congress Card number (USA)

• Digital Object Identifier DOI: persistent 
unique identifier/handle

• Most important reference for digital objects

• https://www.doi.org

• arXiv

• ….

47
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Copyright, Licenses, 
Permissions, etc.

Authorship and Copyright are not the same thing

49



Copyright

• Copyright: the exclusive legal right to reproduce, publish, sell, or distribute the matter 
and form of something (such as a literary, musical, or artistic work) [Merriam Webster 
Dictionary, https://www.merriam-webster.com, accessed online March 20, 2019].

• Copyright: the exclusive and assignable legal right, given to the originator for a fixed 
number of years, to print, publish, perform, film, or record literary, artistic, or musical 
material [Oxford Living Dictionary, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com accessed online 
March 20, 2019].

• Copyright is quite a technical issue.  Meaning and laws depend on Country

• Same applies to research material

Re-using a very small part of a copyrighted object (as I do in this page) for 
no-profit / education purposes is in most cases ethically sound
Notice the citation:  an entry of a dictionary is unambiguous

50
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Licenses

• All digital objects go with a license (like a computer app)

• Some electric cars go with a software license too!!!

• A license is a set of permissions and restrictions to the use / reproduction / diffusion / 
resale of the object

• Most journal/conference articles are copyrighted by the publisher

• In USA and UK, the copyright of the work done by gov employees belongs to the 
government (Crown copyright, or US Gov copyright)

• No copyright transfer to a publisher

• Open access is a major trend in research funded by the European Community.  Either:

• The articles are published with open-access license 

• The author/institution retains the license
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The Creative Commons licenses

• The Creative Commons copyright licenses and tools forge a 
balance inside the traditional “all rights reserved” setting that 
copyright law creates. 

• Our tools give everyone from individual creators to large 
companies and institutions a simple, standardized way to grant 
copyright permissions to their creative work. 

• The combination of our tools and our users is a vast and growing 
digital commons, a pool of content that can be copied, 
distributed, edited, remixed, and built upon, all within the 
boundaries of copyright law.

Items reproduced verbatim from: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/, accessed March 20, 2019

A major trend in Europe

52
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The Creative Commons licenses

Creative Commons license

0 / PD —> Public Domain, no copyright

By —> Give credit to the author

Share Alike —> License propagates to 
derivatives

No Derivatives —> Don’t re-use to create 
new documents

Non Commercial —> No profit.  
Also apples to derivatives

Watch the funny video
https://creativecommons.org/about/videos/creative-commons-kiwi/
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Henry Jekyll, Triangles (p.3.14)

More about the ND attribute (simple)

The Book 
of Paradoxes

S. B. Smart

The Book 
of Nonsenses

Eduard Hyde
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Fig. 2.718: Penrose triangle

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 
officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum

Do not create a new 
book built upon this

Be free, under 
conditions

Dr J must cite
• At least, the author
• Better, the full book
(read the license)
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More About the ND Attribute (technical)

Can I reuse an excerpt of a larger work that is licensed with the NoDerivs restriction?

The NoDerivs licenses (BY-ND and BY-NC-ND) prohibit reusers from creating adaptations. What constitutes an adaptation, 
otherwise known as a derivative work, varies slightly based on the law of the relevant jurisdiction.

Incorporating an unaltered excerpt from an ND-licensed work into a larger work only creates an adaptation if the larger work can
be said to be built upon and derived from the work from which the excerpt was taken. Generally, no derivative work is made of
the original from which the excerpt was taken when the excerpt is used to illuminate an idea or provide an example in another
larger work. Instead, only the reproduction right of the original copyright holder is being exercised by person reusing the excerpt. 
All CC licenses grant the right to reproduce a CC-licensed work for noncommercial purposes (at a minimum). For example, a 
person could make copies of one chapter of an ND-licensed book and not be in violation of the license so long as other conditions 
of the license are met.

There are exceptions to that general rule, however, when the excerpts are combined with other material in a way that creates 
some new version of the original from which the excerpt is taken. For example, if a portion of a song was used as part of a new 
song, that may rise to the level of creating an adaptation of the original song, even though only a portion of it was used and even 
if that portion was used as-is.

Further, our FAQ clarifies that, generally, no derivative work is made of the original from which an excerpt is 
taken when the portion is used to illustrate an idea or provide an example in another larger work. This is solely 
an act of reproduction, not of improving upon the pre-existing work in a way that could create an adaptation 
in violation of the ND license.

Reproducing a small excerpt is no violation of the ND restriction
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Copyright transfer

The author is asked to
• Transfer the copyright to the journal (generally, for free)
• Declare that (s)he has the power of doing it

(as the copyright owner, or on behalf of his/her employer…)
• Usually, the corresponding author signs on behalf of all authors

The copyright
• Applies to the form of the article (text and figures)
• Does not apply to the semantic contents

Exceptions, generally accepted
• A work prepared by a US Government officer or employee as part 

of his/her official duty is US Gov copyright —> free access
• Same for Crown copyright (UK) Major trend in American style 

Every agreement is written and 
signed by the parties
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Copyright transfer

Bad news
• Now the journal owns the copyright of your article
• Re-use of your own work is subject to limitations
• Figures may be difficult to manage
• Think about one figure often needed
• Public domain makes the whole thing more confusing

Policy may mitigate the problem
• For example, you may be allowed to re-use your own figures

provided you write “reprinted with permission of…”
• Domains related to art are fussy, science is more tolerant

Good news
• Managing permissions is simple 
• The copyright owner is easy to identify and contact

2020, you release 
in the public 
domain

2021, you 
transfer the 
copyright

2022
you –>
others –>
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Permissions

• Whenever you use copyrighted material, you must have a permission
• You are in charge of contacting the copyright owner and getting the permission
• The publisher asks for a written document

• The use copyrighted material occurs
• Seldom, in (regular) journal articles and conference proceedings
• Often, in books and review articles

• Sometimes the permission is implied in the copyright policy
• Your own work
• Non-profit use
• Web pages,    etc… 

• Often free of charge, except
• Whenever there is significant money
• Journals 

• The entire process is generally simple and fast
• Companies: routine, managed quickly and efficiently by pros
• Publishers

• Contact the Publisher
• Online platform, like RightsLink
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RightsLink – Get permissions online

• Supports Publishers and Authors to get permissions

• Manly intended for science

• Often the publisher asks the author to get permissions there

• Fast and efficient

• You get permissions for your own material
(after transferring the copyright to a publisher)

• Small amount, like figures, should be free of charge

• Not sure it is always the case

• The cost depends on item and target project

The Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) is a private business that helps with the management of copyright
RightsLink is a subpage of CCC.
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https://www.copyright.com/
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Example of permission 
got via RightLinks
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free

…but I had to pay ≈$35 for a figure 
published by a close colleague 

Target book



Even old style is smooth and fast

October 4, 2007

I Ask Agilent (now Keysight) the permission to use a figure in my book.

I reverse-engineer a product and print my comments on the figure 

My request was processed by the Agilent office in Paris 

For all requests, I used a form 
proposed by Cambridge

October 8, 2007

The permission is granted and 
signed, I receive it next day

E. Rubiola, Phase noise and frequency stability in oscillators, Cambridge 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014
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Copyright advices

• If you got a grant for your research, be aware of the rules

• Read the copyright transfer (carefully, but quickly)

• Keep a copy in your archive
• Soon or later, you may have to apologize
• Should this happen, make sure that you know what you are 

talking about

• Keep all your figures/tables, either
• Clear directory tree (safest, but cumbersome/difficult)
• Asset management app (easier but risky)

• Think 10-20 years ahead
• Will this app be available?
• Will you use the same OS?
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"There is no reason for scientists to make an exclusive free copyright transfer of their work to publishers"

What is the rights retention strategy (RRS)?

Alain Schuhl: Scientists own their work, so there is no reason for them to make an exclusive free 
copyright transfer to a publisher, which denies them the right to reuse their own publications. The 
rights retention strategy makes it possible for researchers to release the accepted author 
manuscript (AAM) of their work for immediate open access in an open archive. This also includes 
AAMs of articles published in subscription journals. This strategy means immediate open access is 
now possible without paying publication charges—misleadingly known as article processing 
charges or APCs.

What is the framework for the application of this strategy?

A. S.: The rights retention strategy is driven and promoted by the members of cOAlition S 
(including the French National Research Agency - ANR - and Horizon Europe, Europe’s research 
framework program), a consortium of national research agencies and funders that developed Plan 
S1 . It is mandatory for any project funded as part of the ANR's Action Plan for 2022 and or by 
Horizon Europe to apply this strategy to all publications in all journals, whether these are 
subscription, hybrid or full open access journals. The CNRS is calling for the application of this 
strategy, which goes further than the Law for a Digital Republic on two levels. Firstly, it represents 
progress in saving time because it removes the embargo period, which can vary from six to twelve 
months depending on the discipline involved. Secondly, it represents geographical progress, 
because its international dimension makes it possible to leave behind the purely French 
framework set by the Law for a Digital Republic.

How should the rights retention strategy be implemented?

A. S.: It is a simple process. Authors only need to add the 'CC-BY 4.0' reference to their 
manuscripts along with the URL link describing the CC-BY license they select. When submitting the 
manuscript, authors should inform the publisher of this and can use model sentences to do so that 
are provided in the implementation guide published by the Committee for Open Science's 
Publications College. The last step is to share the manuscript online in an open archive - in this 
case HAL2 . All these steps need to be repeated for each version of the manuscript right up to the 
AAM.

Why is this strategy called 'stratégie de non-cession des droits d’auteur' in French?

A. S.: The English term 'rights retention strategy' was translated into French as 'stratégie de non-
cession des droits', literally 'non-transfer of rights strategy'. The exact full wording would need to 
be: 'strategy of non-exclusive transfer of rights to a publisher'. By putting a CC-BY license on all 
their manuscripts up to the AAM from the word go, authors can prevent their publication from 
being completely taken over by a publisher. This is why it is called a 'rights retention' strategy in 
English because all the rights are not transferred exclusively to a publisher. But putting a CC-BY 
license on an AAM actually corresponds to a 'strategy to open up the rights' because researchers 
who do so no longer have to authorise others to translate or disseminate their publications and so 
on. Moreover, authors will be able to freely re-use their own texts, graphics and other content for 
teaching purposes or any forms of communication, which is impossible when all the rights are 
transferred to a publisher.

What would you say to researchers who are afraid of how their publisher might react?

A. S.: Indeed, publishers' responses to this strategy have been ambiguous. Either they have 
redirected authors applying this strategy to another journal which has a required publication fee 
or they have demanded that researchers remove their AAM from the open archive where they 
deposited it (which is impossible) among other attempts to confuse scientists. If you are faced 
with this kind of situation, cOAlition S invites you to change journals and at least 'name and shame' 
those concerned.Que reste-t-il à accomplir pour la science ouverte ?

What still needs to be achieved in terms of open science?

A. S.: By advocating the implementation of the rights retention strategy, our aim is to facilitate the 
development of immediate open access to accepted author manuscripts. The next step is to 
develop immediate open access to 'versions of record' (VoR) or 'publisher-edited PDFs'. Therefore, 
we  still need to continue working on the development of the so-called 'diamond' scientific 
publishing in all disciplines. This enables immediate open access publishing without requiring the 
payment of an APC. This form of publishing can only exist on a long-term basis with the support of 
public institutions. Until it becomes generalized, the CNRS's message is clear: authors should opt 
for subscription journals, avoid paying APCs, apply the rights retention strategy and above all 
should deposit their author- accepted manuscripts on HAL.
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Interview copyed verbatim from https://www.cnrs.fr/en/cnrsinfo/there-no-reason-scientists-make-exclusive-free-copyright-transfer-their-work-publishers
The CNRS encourages its researchers to apply the rights retention strategy when submitting a manuscript to publishers

Alain Schuhl

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.ouvrirlascience.fr/implementing-the-rights-retention-strategy-for-scientific-publications/
https://www.coalition-s.org/rights-retention-strategy/
https://www.cnrs.fr/en/cnrsinfo/there-no-reason-scientists-make-exclusive-free-copyright-transfer-their-work-publishers


Plagiarism

Plagiarism and copyright infringement are not the same thing
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Plagiarism

• Definition:
the use of somebody else’s material (ideas, results, or just text 
and figures) without mentioning clearly author/source. 

• Plagiarism is one of the worst sins a researcher may commit
(after fake results)

• Consequences

• Ethical —> ban from a community or institution (likely)

• Legal —> being sued (seldom)

• Accusation may break a career, even if innocence is proved
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Self plagiarism

• Self plagiarism is the reuse of one’s own material already 
published (without proper citation)
• Improper term, applies also to properly cited material

• Increases the number of publications without producing science

• Somewhat inevitable

• Rules for the amount of reuse

• Reuse often allowed/encouraged
• Publish parts of your own PhD thesis (may be mandatory)

• Conference abstracts (Bok of abstracts, only for participants)

• Invited conference
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Plagiarism detection

• Computers used to detect have

• No common sense

• No knowledge of laws

• Humans make decisions

• A recent lucrative service

• Routinely used in universities to check on home assignments

• Spreading in journals and conferences

• Pressure to spend money

• On journals, to keep the level high

• On authors, check your manuscript before submitting
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Lessons learned

• Similarity 25%

• Looking at the computer marks, it is obvious 
at first sight that article is totally new

• Time wasted in answering

• Kind of “police” keeps the world safe
• The system is new, and too zealous

• Computers do well the first part of the job

• Humans needed

• Ethics/moral is not the same across cultures
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Plagiarism Vs Copyright Infringement

The Author A publishes an article on Review B
using copyrighted material from the Journal C

Two totally different immoral/illegal practices

No/unclear citation

Plagiarism

Review B
can take actions against

Author A

No permission

Copyright infringement

Journal C
can take action against

Review B (Author A)
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Q: Can I reproduce a figure in my thesis? 
• The general case is a complex legal issue, beyond my understanding

• Assume that you act in good faith, with limited time and resources

• Plagiarism
• Dangerous

• An examiner may identify the picture on the spot

• Be aware of possible automated check, before/after defense

• The exact citation keeps you fully safe
Example: Fig. 2.718 from A. B. Normal*, The Full Directory of Transcendent Numbers, 
Prank Editions, Wonderland, 44 BC, ISBN 978-1234567890**

• Copyright infringement
• Figures from your own articles are generally allowed (read the policy)

• Being sued is unlikely, but may happen.

• What if your thesis has a financial impact, or a major scientific impact?  

• Simple-minded people can claim ignorance, not PhD graduates

*This is not a valid ISBN, at least because the 
trailing 0 does not follow the error-control rule
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* In the movie “Young Frankenstein,” dr F asks Igor 
whose the brain was.  A. B. Normal, he answers. 
You idiot! says dr F, this is an abnormal brain.



Advice: Use a To-Do list

• Submission
• Company clearance?
• Permissions?
• Manuscript submission

• Get info on the  process
• Check on the typesetting rules
• Manuscript, Text and Bibliography
• Figures and Tables
• Cover letter?
• At end, sort out the directory

• Revision process
• Send the revised manuscript
• Sort out the directory

• Upon acceptance
• Copyright assignment
• No-financial-interest form
• Decide on charges

• color, over-length, open access…
• Additional info

• Production
• Figures/tables artwork
• Proof editing
• Pay charges, if any

• Additional burden
• Everything on your CV now

• Submitted / Accepted / Printed
• Company database

• At FEMTO-ST we have PUBLIWEB

• Get the pdf (and print) ASAP
• Update your home page

• Keep track of everything
• Be simple and efficient
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Repositories and Databases

No peer review, free and very fast
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Why a Repository
• No peer review, free of charge, and public access

• Numerous repositories with different “personalities” 

• Discuss with colleagues

• Immediate availability

• Do not disturb people with emails

• Do not loose control on ownership

• Protect the manuscript against malicious reviewers

• Best choice in most cases

• List of academic publishers by preprint policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_publishers_by_preprint_policy

• Don’t use for the toughest scientific competition

• The first-step of two-level review is fast enough

• You may trust top-rank journals more than others

• Public availability before peer-reviewed publication opens the 
way to competitors
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Lecture 3
The Scientific Publication
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Lectures for PhD Students and Young Scientists

Enrico Rubiola

CNRS FEMTO-ST Institute, Besancon, France

University of (Bourgogne) and Franche Comté, Besancon, France

INRiM, Torino, Italy

ORCID 0000-0002-5364-1835

home page http://rubiola.org
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arXiv.org
• Started in 1991 by Paul Ginsparg

• Originally hosted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

• Moved to Cornell University in 2001 (when Ginsparg moved)

• Scope 

• Originally a repository for preprints in high-energy physics

• Later, astronomy, mathematics, computer science, nonlinear science, 
quantitative biology, statistics

• Open-access repository, as opposed to peer-review journal

• Generally used for worldwide access before publication in journals

• Some very influential articles never published on journals

• Reference to peer-review journal added after publication

• Some journals accept the arXiv preprint as the manuscript

• Instant public availability

• Generally, 2 days

• Additional delay in weekends/holidays, or when endorsement is needed

The letter X replaces 
the Greek letter χ

• Moderators and 
endorsement 
process

• After two posts in a 
domain, you no 
longer need 
endorsement

• One author posts, 
the other claim co-
ownership

• Mostly public 
domain or share 
alike license
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arXiv, moderation and endorsement

• At the beginning, arXiv had 
no restrictions

• Moderation was gradually 
introduced

• Prevent
• Flooding
• Inappropriate contents

• profanity
• political/religious propaganda
• etc.

• Articles need endorsement

• Endorsers vouch either
• The manuscript

• 5-10 min check

• The author
• at least one of,
• known in person,
• known in the domain

• After two posts in a domain, 
the author
• no longer need endorsement
• can endorse
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arXiv, practical info

• Well organized hierarchy of topics and subtopics
• RSS feeds
• One author posts, the other claim co-ownership
• Mostly public domain or share alike license
• Latex is the preferred format

• Be aware that the full source is distributed, not 
only the pdf

• Also accepts pdf, if not produced with Latex
• Articles can be updated
• Can be used to publish conference proceedings

• Index page
• Each article is a separate arXiv document

• PDF size < 2-4 MB (boring/disturbing)
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DOI of the arXiv version

Reference and DOI of the journal article



A lot of fundamental science is on arXiv81



Zenodo https://zenodo.org
• General-purpose open-access repository

• Texts and slideshows
• Software
• Experimental data
• Etc.

• Under the European OpenAIRE program

• Operated by CERN

• Design oriented to the needs of High Energy 
Physics (HEP)

• Optional organization in “groups” with a 
statement and moderator(s)

• Chronological uploads

• Articles can be updated

• Persistent and citable as DOI number  

• If updated, 
• Can just update the files, or
• Generate a new DOI (do only if needed)

• Concept DOI, represents all versions and always 
resolves to the latest version
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Zenodotus (Ζηνόδοτος) was the first 
librarian of the Library of Alexandria



TechRxiv.org – The IEEE Repository

• Founded in 2020

• Similar to arXiv

• A lot fussier
• Appropriateness

• Plagiarism

• 4 busyness days

• No removal possible
• Withdrawing keeps the 

manuscript marked “withdrawn,” 
with the reason for

• Creative Common license
• Missing ND attribute
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• Provides DOI

• Shows bibliometrics
• Views

• Downloads

• Citations



Other repositories

• HAL is the French version of arXiv
• Mandatory (reference only, not text) for administration purposes
• Buggy cross reference to arXiv
• My experience, or more general?
• Improved recently

• BioRxiv
• Modern biology only
• Gives a DOI to each document

• There are more repositories than you could believe
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_preprint_repositories
• https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17RgfuQcGJHKSsSJwZZn0oiXA

nimZu2sZsWp8Z6ZaYYo/edit#gid=0
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Databases

• ADS = Astrophysics Data System, Smithsonian Astrophysical Laboratory
• DOAJ  = Directory of Open Access Journals
• Google Scholar
• ISI = Institute for Scientific Information (now Thomson Reuters)

• WoK = Web of Knowledge
• Web of Science

• JCR = Journal of Citation Reports (survey/census of all citations)
• LANL = Los Alamos National Laboratory
• PubMed
• SciVerse Scopus, aka Scopus, by Elsevier
• SpringerLink, by Springer
• …etc
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Bibliometrics
1 – Journals and Articles

Express the value, or the influential power of science works as a number

Applies to journals, articles and researchers
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The Pareto Distribution

In a Company

80% of profits come from 20% of its customers

80% of complaints come from 20% of its customers

80% of profits come from 20% of the manpower

80% of a sales come from 20% of its products

80% of a sales are made by 20% of its sales staff

The Pareto principle (also known as the 80–20 rule, the law of the 
vital few) states that, for many events, roughly 80% of the effects 
come from 20% of the causes. May be applied recursively

Vilfredo Federico Damaso Pareto, 1848-1923.  Italian engineer, 
sociologist, economist, political scientist, and philosopher
Graduated in 1870 at the Politecnico di Torino
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Motivations, requirements and challenges

• Breakthroughs and major innovations
• Made by a small number of people

• Sometimes with small resources (example, STM)

• Escape from evaluation

• Detected only if in the appropriate eco-system

• Far more numerous are lower-rank discoveries
• Bricks of wealth

• Boost the economy

• Give relief from the miseries of human life (…Sir F. 
Bacon)

• Civilization / social aggregation
• Long term strategy

• Management of collective resources (brains and 
money)

• Match social needs, brainpower and financial power
• Select and manage financial proposals

• Hire the right people at the right place

• Career management

• The variety of academia
• Brilliant people carrying on serious & useful  research

• Smart scientists made useless by the hypertrophic 
community

• Folks disconnected from the reality 
(CF the satiric “Visit to Lagado Academy” by J. Swift)

• Practical need of research evaluation
• Laboratories

• Individual researchers

• Journals and conferences where researchers 
communicate
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Suggested readings

Quotations from the text

…I just never understood that the 
criterion for accepting a paper 
should be not whether other readers
will use it, but whether other 
authors will cite it.

…AJP should expect its authors to 
cite as many other AJP papers as 
possible—relevant or not…
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American J Physics 85(6), 2017

See also 
David P. Jackson, Editor, Appropriate journal 
use in the modern age Am J Phys 84(5), 2016

https://doi.org/10.1119/1.4981790
https://doi.org/10.1119/1.4937116


ISI Impact Factor (IF)

IF =
no of articles published in years Y − 2, Y − 1 , cited in Y

no of citable articles published in years [Y − 2, Y − 1]

The IF is a rank index for journals
IF = average no. of cited articles in 2 years
© Thomas Reuters
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Google-like PageRank (PR and PRw)

• Google weights the hits with a score associated to the hit origin 

• Journals cited many times by prestigious journals increase their prestige

• After iterations from one journal to the other, a stable solution is 
reached which reflects the prestige of journals.  
PR is calculated in this way

• Weighted algorithm.  The transfer of prestige from one journal to the 
other is modulated by a weight w.
PRw is calculated in this way

• Another indicator is
Y   =   [ISI IF] × PRw

There is a serious mathematical approach underneath.
See J. Bollen & al., Journal Status, 
Scientometrics 69(3), Dec.2006. Also arXiv:cs.GL/0601030 Felipe Micaroni Lalli
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PageRank-hi-res.png?uselang=en


Magazines usually don’t have IF

Example
• Serious magazine

• Ig Nobel prize behind
• Achievements that make us laugh, than 

think

• Sadly, the Journal of Irreproducible 
Results jir.com disappeared
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Comparison of major journals

Nature 439(16) p.771, Feb 2006

Keep IF in our mind

Y  =  IFISI × PRw
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A possible interpretation of “value”

Examples:

• Telenovelas vs Fermat theorem

• Joanne "Jo" Rowling vs James Joyce 
• The Harry Potter series sold 500 M copies and translated 

into 80 languages (2018)

• Joyce “opera omnia” contains the largest number of 
words, >30 k

• Francoise Bourdin (1952-2022) sold 8 M books, but
• Tiny impact on the media

• No English/German/Italian/Spanish translation
(checked on Amazon sites, January 2023)

• Suiza, Benedicte Belpois’ first roman, 2019 
• Gallimard collection blanche sold 10 k samples

• Folio (pocket) collection followed

• German, English and Italian translations

• A few prizes

• Two more romans followed, both Gallimard collection 
blanche
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http://belpois.net/


Popularity vs Prestige 95



Immediacy Index

• Tends to discount the advantage of large journals over small ones

• Frequently issued journals may have an advantage
• An article published early in the year has a better chance of being cited 

than one published later in the year. 

• Useful for letter-type journals
• Fortnightly publications have higher chance 
• Quarterly publications have low II

The II is a rank index for journals based on the citations in the same year

II =
no of cited articles in year Y

no of citable articles published in years [Y − 2, Y − 1]

The definition of “citable” depends partially on Thomas Reuters
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Eigenfactor and Article Influence

•Developed by Jevin West and C. Bergstrom at the U of Washington

• Inspired to Google's Page Rank algorithm

• Journals are rated according to the number of citations, with higher 
weight of citations from highly ranked journals

• Eigenfactor and Article Influence are calculated by eigenfactor.org

• Eigenfactor scores are intended to give a measure of how likely a journal 
is to be used, and are thought to reflect how frequently an average 
researcher would access content from that journal

• Eigenfactor is correlated with total citation count for medical journals, 
yet provides significantly different information

A rank index for journals available on 

http://eigenfactor.org
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SCImago Journal Rank

• A measure of scientific influence of journals that accounts for both the number of 
citations received by a journal and the importance or prestige of the journals where such 
citations come from. 

• The SJR indicator is a variant of the eigenvector centrality measure used in network 
theory (alternate reading: difficult to understand).  

• In network theory, importance of a node based on the principle that connections to high-
scoring nodes contribute more 

• Similar to the Google PageRank algorithm

• Size-independent indicator and its values order journals by their "average prestige per 
article"

• Also available: average citations per document in a 2 year period, computed using the 
same formula that journal impact factor

The SJR indicator is an open access journal metric
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Journal cited half-life

The median age of the articles that were cited in the JCR year

• Half of a journal's cited articles were published more recently than the cited 
half-life

• Example.  in JCR 2001 the journal CRT has a cited half-life of 7.0.
The articles published between 1995-2001 (inclusive) account for 50% of all 
citations to articles from that journal in 2001

• Only journals cited 100 or more times in the JCR year have a cited half-life

• Intended to assist in the management of archives, rather than to evaluate the 
research

• A primary research journal might have a longer cited half-life than a journal that 
provides rapid communication of current information

• Copyright © 2011 Thomson Reuters
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Pathologies of the IF

• In 2007, Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica (IF = 0.66) published an 
editorial that cited all its articles from 2005 to 2006
• Protest against the abuse/misuse of the IF
• IF stepped from 0.66 to 1.44
• FPL was excluded from JCR in 2008-2009

• The article "A short history of SHELX" (Acta Crystallographica A,  2008) 
included a sentence that instructs readers to cite the paper

"This paper could serve as a general literature citation when 
one or more of the open-source SHELX programs… are used……"

• Got viral, > 6,600 citations
(The second most cited article in 2008 had only 28 citations)

• IF(ACA) stepped from 2.051 in 2008 to 49.926 in 2009,
more than Nature (31.434) and Science (28.103)

Schuttea HK, Svec JG (2007). "Reaction of Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica on the Current 
Trend of Impact Factor Measures". Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica 59 (6): 281–285
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Bibliometrics
2 – Researchers

Express the value, or the influential power of science works as a number
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H index, aka Hirsch Number (1)

A scientist with an 

index of H has 

published H articles

each cited ≥ H times

H is a rank index for individual scientists
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H index, aka Hirsch Number (2)

Scientists who published a small number of highly influential articles 
might have ridiculously low H index

• Example, Evariste Galois (1811-1832) H = 2 
• Two articles (on the continuous fraction, and on the solution of a polynomial 

by radicals)
• Books have been written about Galois and his articles
• Cryptography, secure transaction on the Internet, High Energy Physics, etc.

Hiring in universities

• The H index is more wisely used as a screening tool, rather than a major 
parameter
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Enrico on Google Scholar 

All ≥ 2018
(last 5 years)

Meaning

Citations 3564 1190 total citations

H index 27 15 Hirsch number

i10 index 71 40
no of items with 
≥ i10 citations

Google Scholar’s estimation 
is close to that of ISI,
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Sampled January 23, 2023

Profiles can be made public
(mine is private)



G-Index

• Given a set of articles ranked in decreasing order of citations, 
G is the largest number such that the top G articles
received (together) at least G2 citations

• Highly correlated with the H-index

• Differs in that the number of citations per article is not 
explicit

G is another rank index for individual scientists
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The effect of a community

• Find a community which matches your topics and potential

• Cite systematically their articles

• Inevitably, after a while, they will 
• Know you
• Cite your articles

• Larger communities generate higher number of citations 
• This has very little to do with good science

• Game theory suggests
• Cooperative behavior pays well if the total resource is not bounded
• People are often aware of this

A lesson from Social Sciences and from Game Theory
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Inflation
No rank index accounts for the no of authors 

• Inflation strategy
• Increase the number of authors per article

• Lower minimum-contribution threshold for co-authorship

• Same work –> more publications per member

• No rank index accounts for the no of authors

• Do the same with colleagues of other labs?
• May work partially

• But there is no boss wo watches on the rules
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Read a CV between the lines

• Very often / or never
• First author
• Corresponding author
• Last author

• Spread of topics

• Number of affiliations, or double 
affiliations
• Change job, 
• Visiting scientist
• Honorary affiliations

• Different authors/teams 
• Same lab

• In your Country

• Abroad

• Invitations
• Just the mention “Invited” at a 

conference?

• Also travel & hotel?

• Spread of no of authors

• Single-name publications
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Elderly professor’s advices
• Work well, work hard, work on your dreams

• Build your career on a wise long-term strategy
• A strategy based on index numbers does not pay

• The rules of the game change

• In the long run, the weak points of a system are fixed

• Don’t look down at bibliometrics
• Good publication record is necessary

• Research funds

• Permanent positions 

• Promotions

Ars longa, vita brevis – ancient Latin proverb
Crafty guys have a short life
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Sponsored Publications,
and Vanity Press

Respected business, or not
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Sponsored publication

• A project not suitable to for-profit publisher
• A book intended to promote a Company/Lab (gift to qualified 

customers/guests) 
• Proceedings of a small workshop, with too few potential readers
• Catalogue of art exhibits

• Pay a publisher
• Make sure you have a clear contract,
• May go with limited advertisement

• Legitimate and respectable “win-win” business
• Serious self-publishing Companies

• Lulu Press 
• Founded in 2002 by Bob Young, co-founder of Red Hat

• CreateSpace
• Trade name of On-Demand Publishing, LLC, owned by Amazon
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Example – lulu.com

• Print on demand

• Additional services
• ISBN

• Sell/send to customers

• Ebooks

• Royalty collection

• Royalty-free books

Example: a book of this course
(royalty-free, I don’t want your money ☺)

• Royal format (15.6 x 23.4 cm2)

• 300 p, 90 g/m2 paper

• Pricing (2022) 
• No minimum quantity

• Hardcover $23.25 (co), $18.75 (bw)

• Paperback $15.80 (co), $11.40 (bw)

• Delivers to FR, $30-60 (50 samples)

• Sold by Lulu €41.2 (H), €30.3 (P)
• Royalty free, 

• Otherwise, Lulu takes 50% of royalties
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Vanity press

Broadly similar to sponsored 
books

• Target fiction authors having 
no access to mainstream 
publishers

• The author is asked to 
“participate” to the cost of 
printing (actually, pay all!)

• The publisher looks legitimate, but
• Pushes the author to believe what he/she 

wants to

• The contract  does not follow

• No advertisements, no side services
• No samples given to the press

• Not proposed to book stores

• No copies are sold

• Later, the author is offered to buy the 
unsold stock at reduced price

• You would consider
• A printing company

• A self-publishing Company
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A funny case of vanity press

Mr Garamond is a character described in Il pendolo

di Foucault, a Umberto Eco’s roman (1988)

He owns two publishing Companies

• Garamond (true culture)

• Manuzio (vanity press)

Manuzio takes money from incompetent authors to 

fuel Garamond, that loses money

Carmina non dant panem – says an ancient Latin proverb
Poetry does pay the bills.  Surprised?
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Predatory 
Open-Access Journals

The term “predatory open access publishing” 
was invented by Jeffrey Beall, who started 

the celebrated Beall’s list in 2010
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Predatory open-access journals

• Imitate a scientific journal, but are frauds

• No peer review process, they publish whatever submitted

• Publication charges are paid by authors
• Cheaper than regular OA journals (not always)

• No readership, no impact 

• E-mail advertising
• Target only potential authors, not readers

• Often offer discounts

• May target the participants of a conference

• Potentially dangerous for your career
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Suggested Readings

Nature 495, 28 March 2013
DOI 10.1038/495426a

Nature 489, September 2012
DOI 10.1038/489179a

K. D. Kobey et al., Knowledge and 
motivations of researchers publishing in 
presumed predatory journals: a survey
BMJ Open, March 2019
10.1136/bmjopen-2018-026516
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Predatory Open-Access Journals (1/2)
Copied verbatim from Gina Kolata, New York Times, April  7, 2013 – Please visit the New York Times site and read the original

The scientists who were recruited to appear at a conference called Entomology-2013 thought they 
had been selected to make a presentation to the leading professional association of scientists who 
study insects.

But they found out the hard way that they were wrong. The prestigious, academically sanctioned 
conference they had in mind has a slightly different name: Entomology 2013 (without the hyphen). 
The one they had signed up for featured speakers who were recruited by e-mail, not vetted by 
leading academics. Those who agreed to appear were later charged a hefty fee for the privilege, and 
pretty much anyone who paid got a spot on the podium that could be used to pad a résumé.

“I think we were duped,” one of the scientists wrote in an e-mail to the Entomological Society.

Those scientists had stumbled into a parallel world of pseudo-academia, complete with 
prestigiously titled conferences and journals that sponsor them. Many of the journals and meetings 
have names that are nearly identical to those of established, well-known publications and events.

Steven Goodman, a dean and professor of medicine at Stanford and the editor of the journal 
Clinical Trials, which has its own imitators, called this phenomenon “the dark side of open access,” 
the movement to make scholarly publications freely available.

The number of these journals and conferences has exploded in recent years as scientific publishing 
has shifted from a traditional business model for professional societies and organizations built 
almost entirely on subscription revenues to open access, which relies on authors or their backers to 
pay for the publication of papers online, where anyone can read them.

Open access got its start about a decade ago and quickly won widespread acclaim with the advent of 
well-regarded, peer-reviewed journals like those published by the Public Library of Science, known 
as PLoS. Such articles were listed in databases like PubMed, which is maintained by the National 
Library of Medicine, and selected for their quality.

But some researchers are now raising the alarm about what they see as the proliferation of online 
journals that will print seemingly anything for a fee. They warn that nonexperts doing online 
research will have trouble distinguishing credible research from junk. “Most people don’t know the 
journal universe,” Dr. Goodman said. “They will not know from a journal’s title if it is for real or 
not.”

Researchers also say that universities are facing new challenges in assessing the résumés of academics. 
Are the publications they list in highly competitive journals or ones masquerading as such? And some 
academics themselves say they have found it difficult to disentangle themselves from these journals once 
they mistakenly agree to serve on their editorial boards.

The phenomenon has caught the attention of Nature, one of the most competitive and well-regarded 
scientific journals. In a news report published recently, the journal noted “the rise of questionable 
operators” and explored whether it was better to blacklist them or to create a “white list” of those open-
access journals that meet certain standards. Nature included a checklist on “how to perform due 
diligence before submitting to a journal or a publisher.”

Jeffrey Beall, a research librarian at the University of Colorado in Denver, has developed his own 
blacklist of what he calls “predatory open-access journals.” There were 20 publishers on his list in 2010, 
and now there are more than 300. He estimates that there are as many as 4,000 predatory journals 
today, at least 25 percent of the total number of open-access journals.

“It’s almost like the word is out,” he said. “This is easy money, very little work, a low barrier start-up.”

Journals on what has become known as “Beall’s list” generally do not post the fees they charge on their 
Web sites and may not even inform authors of them until after an article is submitted. They barrage 
academics with e-mail invitations to submit articles and to be on editorial boards.

One publisher on Beall’s list, Avens Publishing Group, even sweetened the pot for those who agreed to be 
on the editorial board of The Journal of Clinical Trails & Patenting, offering 20 percent of its revenues to 
each editor.

One of the most prolific publishers on Beall’s list, Srinubabu Gedela, the director of the Omics Group, 
has about 250 journals and charges authors as much as $2,700 per paper. Dr. Gedela, who lists a Ph.D. 
from Andhra University in India, says on his Web site that he “learnt to devise wonders in 
biotechnology.”

Open-access publishers say that the papers they publish are reviewed and that their businesses are 
legitimate and ethical.

“There is no compromise on quality review policy,” Dr. Gedela wrote in an e-mail. “Our team’s hard work 
and dedicated services to the scientific community will answer all the baseless and defamatory comments 
that have been made about Omics.”
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Predatory Open-Access Journals (2/2)
Copied verbatim from Gina Kolata, New York Times, April  7, 2013 – Please visit the New York Times site and read the original

But some academics say many of these journals’ methods are little different from spam e-mails 
offering business deals that are too good to be true.

Paulino Martínez, a doctor in Celaya, Mexico, said he was gullible enough to send two articles in 
response to an e-mail invitation he received last year from The Journal of Clinical Case Reports. 
They were accepted. Then came a bill saying he owed $2,900. He was shocked, having had no idea 
there was a fee for publishing. He asked to withdraw the papers, but they were published anyway.

“I am a doctor in a hospital in the province of Mexico, and I don’t have the amount they requested,” 
Dr. Martínez said. The journal offered to reduce his bill to $2,600. Finally, after a year and many e-
mails and a phone call, the journal forgave the money it claimed he owed.

Some professors listed on the Web sites of journals on Beall’s list, and the associated conferences, 
say they made a big mistake getting involved with the journals and cannot seem to escape them.

Thomas Price, an associate professor of reproductive endocrinology and fertility at the Duke 
University School of Medicine, agreed to be on the editorial board of The Journal of Gynecology & 
Obstetrics because he saw the name of a well-respected academic expert on its Web site and wanted 
to support open-access journals. He was surprised, though, when the journal repeatedly asked him 
to recruit authors and submit his own papers. Mainstream journals do not do this because 
researchers ordinarily want to publish their papers in the best journal that will accept them. Dr.
Price, appalled by the request, refused and asked repeatedly over three years to be removed from 
the journal’s editorial board. But his name was still there.

“They just don’t pay any attention,” Dr. Price said.

About two years ago, James White, a plant pathologist at Rutgers, accepted an invitation to serve 
on the editorial board of a new journal, Plant Pathology & Microbiology, not realizing the nature of 
the journal. Meanwhile, his name, photograph and résumé were on the journal’s Web site. Then he 
learned that he was listed as an organizer and speaker on a Web site advertising Entomology-2013.

“I am not even an entomologist,” he said.

He thinks the publisher of the plant journal, which also sponsored the entomology conference, — just 
pasted his name, photograph and résumé onto the conference Web site. At this point, he said, outraged 
that the conference and journal were “using a person’s credentials to rip off other unaware scientists,” 
Dr. White asked that his name be removed from the journal and the conference. 

Weeks went by and nothing happened, he said. Last Monday, in response to this reporter’s e-mail to the 
conference organizers, Jessica Lincy, who said only that she was a conference member, wrote to explain 
that the conference had “technical problems” removing Dr. White’s name. On Tuesday, his name was 
gone. But it remained on the Web site of the journal.

Dr. Gedela, the publisher of the journals and sponsor of the conference, said in an e-mail on Thursday 
that Dr. Price and Dr. White’s names remained on the Web sites “because of communication gap 
between the EB member and the editorial assistant,” referring to editorial board members. That day, 
their names were gone from the journals’ Web sites.

“I really should have known better,” Dr. White said of his editorial board membership, adding that he 
did not fully realize how the publishing world had changed. “It seems like the Wild West now.”

This article has been revised to reflect the following correction:

Correction: April 9, 2013

An article on Monday about questionable scientific journals and conferences misstated the name of a city 
in Mexico that is home to a doctor who sent articles to a pseudo-academic journal. It is Celaya, not 
Ceyala.

This article has been revised to reflect the following correction:

Correction: April 10, 20130

An article on Monday about questionable scientific journals and conferences erroneously included one 
publishing company among those on a list of “predatory open-access journals,” known as Beall’s list. 
Although Dove Press was on the list in 2012, it has since been removed.
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email, January 29, 2023

they don’t check anything

seems more like

Scam Journal Impact Factor
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Intentionally addressed only to idiots

If you answer, you reveal the simple-minded you are 
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Decency please!!!
Browsing, you may find thinks like this
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Still not convinced?

Book found on amazon.com
J. Dorj, Scientific Evidence of 
the Law of Karma, 2nd ed, 
Createspace Independent 
Publishing Platform 2016,
ISBN 978-1540856586
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Did They Publish Intentionally Here?

Publication charges 10 kGPB +VAT for a 130-300 page book, 1.4 kGPB for a chapter of an edited book
Compare pricing to Cambrdge University Press OA books
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Is this just a misuse of CC BY to simulate publishing quality?

Gerardus 't Hooft, Nobel Prize in Physics 1999
“for elucidating the quantum structure of 
electroweak interactions in physics”



Jeffrey Beall

• Professor and librarian of the University of Colorado Denver

• Coined the term Predatory Open Access Publishing

• First identified it as a fraud, and a threaten

• Warned the scientific community 
(articles in major journals)

• Maintained the Beall’s List for years (under his true name!)

• Legal threat by OMICS Publishing Group (and others?)

• His web site was removed January 15, 2017

• Fired? Retired? Tired? 
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scholarlyoa.net

Retrieved Jan 26, 2022
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scholarlyoa.net

Retrieved Jan 26, 2022
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It happened here
1. A PhD student was asked to submit a manuscript to a special issue of a journal for 

a conference
• Perfect timeline, and his talk was mentioned correctly

• His supervisor/co-author received the same email and said yes, we go

• Looking at the web site, it was an obvious predatory journal

2. IntechOpen published two chapters authored by a permanent employee of CNRS
• Tiny no of citations (1+2, as Jan 2023)
• https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/15257 and  https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/37716 

3. A permanent employee of CNRS proposed an edited book with IntechOpen
• The book was entitled Phase Noise and Jitter, ISBN 978-1-83880-322-3

• He asked to a few of us to propose a chapter

• The case was brought to the Director

• Intech said they had cancelled the project

• Update: Oscillators - Recent Developments (ISBN: 978-1-78985-838-9) was published in June 
2019
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Web Resources

Warnings & advices
• Harmful to your career

• Predatory journals either
• Sink and change name
• Climb the gray zone towards legitimacy

• Solicit articles or (Assoc) Editor positions
• Do as you didn’t exist 
• Never answer 
• Never show up
• Never complain

Web resources
• Directory of Open Access Journals 

https://doaj.org/

• Predatory Publishing https://predatory-
publishing.com/

• Scopus

• ISI

• https://beallslist.net/

• A list of articles about predatory publisher 
is here
https://predatory-publishing.com/the-
most-cited-papers-on-predatory-
publishing-in-2022/
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Conferences

In some domains, conferences are more important than journals

Warning: I have no first-hand experience of such cases 
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Conference

• Gather people interested in a (broad) topic
• Every year or every other year

• Some, every 5–8 years

• At the event
• Plenary talks by prestigious scientists

• Several / a few session in parallel

• Exhibitor area, for Companies

• May be preceded by a Tutorial day

• Banquet / Social dinner

• Lab visit / tourist visit

• Side program for accompanying persons
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Elderly professor’s recommendations

• Attending a conference costs big €€€
• Take the responsibility of spending it well 

• Socialize with colleagues

• Don’t be shy (even if it costs a lot to you)

• Wise senior scientists like talking to youngsters

• Spend time with people relevant to your research
• Identify them ASAP
• Use a checklist

• Do not gather in a ghetto.  Don’t
• All French PhD students on a table
• All people from the same lab sitting together

• Privilege foreigner colleagues

• A network of friends is important for your career
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Lectures, posters and tutorials

• Regular Lecture
• 15–20 M

• Plenary (invited) lecture
• True invited lecture, full audience (no 

division in sessions) 

• Invited lecture
• Longer time slot, 30–40 M

• Privileged (begin/end of a session, not 
last day, …)

• Often, “invited” at the speaker’s expense 

• Poster session
• Space and time slot for discussion

• Often in a large room, with coffee, cookies and 
exhibitors

• Generally considered lower rank, vs lecture

• Very few topics are more suitable to poster 
than to lecture

• Tutorials
• Intended to teach

• Lecturers are invited

• Long (1-2 H)

• The day before the conference

• Sometimes the leturer waives the conference
registration fees
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Student competition

• Not all conferences

• Separate registration for the competition (free)

• Examining board
• The student presents (1+ authors, but only 1 candidate)

• Usually a poster, but may be a lecture

• Questions and answer

• Decision

• Awards given in plenary session / event
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True peer-review conferences
• Extended abstract 

• 2–4 pages, dense 2-column format

• Online peer-review process

• Scientific committee decides the sessions

• Very competitive access to oral sessions

• Tough selection even for poster sessions

• Often the abstract are published in a book

• Full articles

• A separate (tougher) peer-review 

process

• Either a book, or a Special Issue of a 

journal
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True peer-review conference – example 142



Easy conferences

• Short abstract (half page, one column)

• Fast online check on abstracts

• Scientific committee decides the sessions

• Rather easy access to oral sessions

• Almost all articles admitted to poster sessions

• All full articles published in the Proceedings
• No peer review process

• No proofreading

• Sometimes, a “Special Issue” of a journal
• Regular peer-review process 
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Recommendations for conference proceedings

• Target a journal before the conference

• Read carefully the policy

• Journals may not accept the proceedings 
version, regardless of the value

• Wise choice
• Do not submit a proceedings article
• The conference publishes the abstract
• You have more freedom with journals

• Lecture/poster must be presented

• Authors encouraged to publish in the 
proceedings

• Usually 4-8 pages

• No peer review for the proceedings

• Special Issue of a journal —> peer review

arXiv

Conf 
Abstract

Journal

Accepted?

Presentation

Review

Abstract → Proceedings

Accepted?

Presentation

Abstract

Review

Proceedings

Journal
(optional)

Special 
Issue?

Modern Old guard
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Predatory conferences

• Little or no scientific organization 

• Time and site appropriate for vacations

• Scope encloses too wide set of topics

• No or poor Scientific Council

• Gifts included in the registration charges 

• The session chairman is expected to find the speakers

• Etc…

All what we said about Predatory applies to conferences
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The weird case of WMSCI 2005

• Multiple bogus conferences on many 
different topics organized by Nagib
Callaos

• Too many boring “call for papers” 
spammed

• In 2005, Jeremy Stribling, Daniel Aguayo, 
and Maxwell Krohn, PhD students at MIT, 
implemented SCIGEN, a generator of 
random articles 

• Their nonsensical article was accepted

• They rented a room next the WMSCI, and 
explained their “random article 
generator” to the WMSCI attendees!!!

• Soon after, Nagib Callaos disappeared 
(retired, fired, or whatever else)

• Surprisingly, the WMSCI survived for a 
while, with Callaos back on the stage
• Update: The WMSCI is alive (July 2022), 

But Callaos was not there

• MIT kept SCIGEN alive!
• Try  http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen

it’s real fun 

• BBC News talked about the MIT grads 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/444
9651.stm

World Multiconference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics
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Organization of a Short Article

A vital trick

Understand the difference between
fast reading and deep reading

Write for both reading levels
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The IMRaD format for scientific papers

• Title

• Abstract

• Core of the article

• Acknowledgments

• References

Core of the article

• Introduction
• What was the question?

• Methods
• How did you try to answer it?

• Results
• What did you find?

• Discussion
• What does it mean?

Suitable to short articles and letters

(Titles may not be appear explicitly)

I learned IMRaD from an older edition of
Barbara Gastel and Robert A. Day, How to Write and 
Publish a Scientific Paper, 9th ed., Greenwood 2022
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Example of article
arXiv:1702.04669 [physics.ins-det]

Later published on 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 263202, 28 June 2017
DOI 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.263202

The reference to 
PRL should be here

Note about rights and license
• This is reproduced from arXiv
• The PRL version is unlocked for personal use, 

but reproduction/diffusion is not allowed

Question:
Albeit the Matei’s article 
is reproduced (almost) in 
full, this lecture note is
not a derivative work.
Why?
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Title

Affiliations

Abstract

Introduction

Methods

Results
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Discussion

Conclusion
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Why

152



Supplemental Material 153



Supplemental Material 154



Supplemental Material

Supplemental
material may
have its own
bibliography
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Title

• The fewest possible words that describe well the 
contents

• French folks: often too long title

• Important in literature searching

• Should not include extra words (“a study of…”)

• Specific enough but not too narrow
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Authors

• Only researchers who give a 
significant contribution

• Some journals publish information 
about the contributions of each 
author

• Acknowledgments, yet not authors
• Technicians –> Acknowledgements
• Employees of funding/administration 

agencies

• Context-dependent
• Reward co-workers at nat’l

conferences
• Be strict in high-impact articles

Order of authors

• Alphabetical (HEP, large list of 
authors)

• Decreasing importance (Astronomy)

• Logical (3-10 authors)
• First author: heaviest burden

• Last author: PI or the most 
prestigious

• Reference/Corresponding author, any 
place in the list

• Reference author
• Permanent staff or guest?
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Abstract

Same role of the trailer in a film

• Summarizes the paper

• Self-contained –> accessible w/o subscription

• Widely read –> important

• Try the IMRaD format

• Consistent with the paper

• Should not include
• Figures an tables (strict rule)

• References (exceptions tolerated)
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Introduction

• Background needed to 
• understand the paper 

• appreciate its relevance

• Identifies the question the research addressed

• Preferably, fairly short

• Better moving from general to specific.

Most difficult part of writing
– Together with References –
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Methods

• Reproducible science

• How you design the 

experiments, and why

• Consider identifying the 

following (if applicable)

• Equipment, 

• Reference materials, organisms, 

reagents, etc.

• Statistical methods

• Ethics approval, if needed (human 

or animal research

• Include tables and figures

• Think about the level of detail in

• Well-known methods

• Methods previously described but 

not well known

• Methods that you yourself devised

• Compare your manuscript to 

articles in the same journal
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Results and Discussion

Results
• The core of the article
• Often includes tables and figures
• Present without commenting

Discussion
• You may start with a short 

summary of the main findings

• Answer the question stated in the 
introduction

• Other items commonly addressed
• Limitations
• Relationship to other research
• Further research needed

• Move from specific to general 
(opposite of introduction)
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Thanks and Acknowledgments

• Thank individuals
• helped but did not make contributions deserving authorship

• Inform / ask to people before listing
• Implied statement of endorsement 

• Acknowledge Agencies, financial support etc.
• Agencies often require funding acknowledgment 
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References

• Purposes
• Pass the peer review

• Better chance to be cited

• Give credit

• Document/explain your work

• Help readers to gather further information

• Accuracy

• Format

• Citation management software 
(EndNote, Reference Manager, Zotero)
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Encyclopedia
of typography, 
& much more

How-to guide,
plus wisdom
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University of Chicago 
Press, 9th edition, 2018

464 p, 17.5 € (Feb 2023)

If I have to choose one, I go 
for this

1146 p, 63 € (Feb 2023)

Too technical for most people
Collectible 1st edition, 1906
A must for librarians and 
typographers
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Choice of a journal

• The skill to target the right journals is vital

• A research result might be appropriate for 
more than one journal, yet often only after 
changing writing style

• Why I should not try the highest rank in my 
discipline?
• High rejection rate is frustrating and time 

wasting

• Should not jam the system

• Most people in the review process are not 
payed

• Innovation contents

• Breakthrough / major advance / application 
of known facts / progress report / ………

• Interest, usefulness

• Narrow / broad / very large set of 
disciplines

• Ultimately, a lot depends on your ability to 
target the appropriate rank
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Advices

Top down approach pays well
• Start from a few journals fitting your topic

• Rank your work

• You end up with 2-4 journals

• For each journal
• Open recent articles at random
• Does your manuscript fit?

• Compare general style & figures

• A special issue is a great opportunity
• Favorable choice of the reviewers

• Increased visibility

• Probability of acceptance

• Supervisor and colleagues should help
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Practical advices

• Read the instructions for the authors

• Read the instructions for the reviewers
• This is what they are expected to do

• Look for the IF and for other bibliometrics parameters

• Identify the rejection ratio
• Nature and Science accept of 5% of the manuscripts, 

• However everybody wants to publish there!
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Duplicate and redundant submissions

Duplicate submission 

submit (almost) the same article to more 
than one journal at the same time

Redundant submission

Generate as many articles as you can from 
one result, or from a small set of results

Why should I refrain?
• Journals may ask a declaration on your 

honor

• Forbidden in all editorial policies

• Un-ethic behavior
• Easily detected in the Internet

• Might turn into ban/ostracism

You are free to re-submit
• After cancelling the submission 

• Manuscript rejected

Inform the Editor
• Repository/arXiv versions

• Predatory journal (you can’t cancel)
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Intentional submission to a partially inappropriate journal

Case A: Good results which would 
impact on a community

• Afraid of the judgement

• Want to escape from some highly 
probable (known) reviewers

Case B: Poor results, which you may 
want to be published anyway

• Good or bad reasons (unlucky end of your 
PhD, too small publication record, 
pressure from your supervisor, etc.)

• Try to get unnoticed/undetected in the 
peer-review process

TIPS

• Avoid whenever possible

• Good results published by an 
inappropriate journal are wasted

• Use repositories (arXiv) to prevent 
malicious behavior

• Even if you need a line in your resumé
• Poor work is poor

• Time to publish poor work is stolen from 
next good work

• If you have no choice, just do it efficiently
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Production process

Congratulations, your manuscript has been accepted.

The burden is still not over
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Instructions

• Typesetting rules

• Manuscript length

• Formulas and Equations

• Figures

• Bibliography style

• Etc…

• Template on the journal web site

• Latex / Word generally available

• Accurate preview and length 
estimation

• Common good practice of 
computers helps a lot

• The template often tells about 
itself

• Explains in words

• Shows the result

Boring and mandatory stuff
Each journal has its own rules, available online

At the time of submission, you should have worked properly in this way
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The production process

• The journal expects the corresponding 
author to do the job

• Actual burden share may be different
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Copy Editing –– Proofreading
• Generally a simple process for (regular) 

articles and small documents

• Can be complex for books and large 
documents

• Complexity depends on the publisher

• Get used to standard marks, they are 
clear (to all pros) and save your time

• However, standards marks may not be 
mandatory for small docs

• Logical division between
• Editor’s corrections and notes

• The changes you make to the text
(including answer to queries)

• Other technical issues
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Freestyle 
Proofreading
• Fast interaction

• Good for short texts 
(1–6 page articles)

• Inefficient/slow for 
large texts (books)
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Books

…and PhD Thesis
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Book Types
Textbook

• Usually, support for a course

• Written for step-by-step reading

• Exercises, examples, etc.

Monograph

• Focus on a (more or less broad) topic

• Written for full/partial reading

• The kind of book PhD students and researchers should read

Handbook

• A reference for practitioners/researchers in the domain

Edited book

• Each chapter is written separately 

• Often very little coordination in the contents

• Quite good books  vs  Garbage collections

Conference proceedings
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Formative / Informative
Little career payback

Informative / Technical
Lowest career payback

Informative / state-of-the-art
Some career payback,
yet at moderate cost

Formative
No career payback

Informative / state-of-the-art
Rewards the Editor, moderate cost



Books Go With a Contract

Crackpot writes
• Submit a full book to a publisher

• Often victims of vanity press

Intermediate
• Sign a contract with a detailed book project

• A sample chapter might be required

• The CV and position of the author is a part of the decision

• There can be a serious peer review process on the project

Bestsellers writers
• Sign a contract with just a title or a topic

• Actual manuscript may be written by somebody else
• Sport champions, explorer, politicians etc.

• Richard Feynmann
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Book proposal

• Plan (table of contents, size etc.)

• Intended readership
• Book type (monograph, handbook etc.)

• Level

• Related to a community/conference?

• Competitors
• Similar books

• Originality of your project

• Schedule
• Murphy’s law states that 

It takes twice than expected, even if you 
account for this principle

• Free comments & special requirements

Size: 2-5% of the book
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Address this

Be aware of 

writing your

PhD Thesis
you are not 
submitting a 

proposal, BUT

Start here, you 
can change



Logbook

A soldier in a Hollywood film said

“The logbook is the sniper’s deadliest weapon”

Same for scientists, but you are killing problems, not people, aren’t you?
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Team logbook

• Document an experiment
• Multiple researchers

• Inefficient for the individual

• Structured as a database

• Numerous solutions
• Commercial 

• Open
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Logbook

Reproducible science

• Document all your work

• Avoid flooding, be concise

• Organize for long term readability

• Chrono order more efficient than topics

Brain keeps the intense moments

• Document in real time as you work

• Decide immediately what to discard

• Mark 
• Ideas deserving further study

• Results deserving publication

• Bibliography, as it comes to your mind

• Keep track of what you read

• Interesting stuff on separate sheets?
• Stick on your logbook

• Too large?  Reduced color copy!

• Keep valuable restaurant napkins

185

Review the relevant results
• Weekly or Monthly

• When planning articles/conferences

Protect your work

• Use cloud + backup
• Physically disconnected disk are immune to ransomware

• Proof of invention/discovery
• Clumsy dedicated servers

• Digitally signed receipt

• Email to a dedicated address
• Nobody can change past emails in your account

• Also rock solid backup

Two different, (still) incompatible purposes

• Your own work

• An experiment carried on by a team 
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Paper or software?

Paper notebook

• Stick relevant material

• Mark file names (pictures, code, etc.)

• Durable paper and ink

• Light frame for copy/scan
• Test before adopting

• Scan periodically (CO 300 dpi)
• Rescan pages after corrections

187

Software notebook

• Need tablet/stylet

• Comfortable future-proof app
• Make sure you can export A4 pdf

• What if you change OS?

• Difficult to be concise

• PC not always ready

• Small writing area

• Turning pages is slow

More… 

• Most colleagues use paper

• I tried hard different technologies over >15 years

• Always went back to paper

• A close friend does well with software
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CNRS logbooks

• Instruction pages
• Numbered, at the beginning
• Mandatory part of the book

• You have to scan

• No option for
• Clean room (release particles)
• On field use (humidity)
• Other specific/difficult environment

• Porous paper
• Fountain pen ink diffuses

• Too dark frame for scan/copy
• No area for confidential notes

• Notes you may not want to share
• Learn from Moleskine technology

• Witness signature
• No true proof, can be backdated
• Ridiculous/obsolete idea

• My feelings 
• bad design
• do not pass my test
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My logbooks for conferences 191

Table of contents Sampled at random



My logbooks for conferences 192

• iPad Pro 10.5”

• GoodNotes app
• iOS/macOS only
• Exports pages to pdf

• File can be prepared before

• Copy/paste from the program

SpeakerConference Place/Date Summary of what I learned



Still unhappy with technology

• iPad
• Best stylet technology 
• Too expensive
• Go for 13” (10.5” is too small)
• Does not replace a computer
• iOS dependent apps

• OneNote
• Windows/macOS (Linux)
• Great, but

• Continuous sheet, no page option
• PDF export breaks pages badly

• Windows tablets
• Inferior stylet
• True computer with keyboard
• Choice between brands
• I did not test
• A close friend uses successfully
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Your PhD Thesis

from day one to the defense
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Should I teach during my PhD?

Rules of the game (France)
• Contract with the university

• Need the advisor’s agreement

• Administrative unit of time H (Hour)

• Max  64 H, paid ~43 €/H
• Same remuneration of full professors

• Time for preparation not included

• Ratio ≈ 4.2/1 (1 day burden for 2 H)

• Relates to the rule 
• Full time = 1607 h → 384 H

• Professors teach 192 H (½ time)

• Alternate forms
• “Mission doctorale” for specific tasks

• e.g. help a conference or a museum

• Work 1 day per 2 H

Why I should
• € € €

• Experience

• A must for future career in universities

Why I should not
• Time (full 64 H → 6-7 weeks)

• Not useful for research-only institutions

When?
• 1st year, risky, better 2nd semester

• 2nd year, best time to do

• 3rd year, better keeping the 2nd semester 
free
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The examining board

• 5-7 members, including 2 Referees

• Proposed by your advisor

• Validated/appointed by the Doctoral School
• Fussy administration criteria

• Review process
• Account ≈ 3 month

• Referees take 2 months

• PhD School authorization

• The manuscript can be unofficially modified between review and defense

• Almost final manuscript before the defense
• All members of the examining board
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PhD Defense
• Chairman’s welcome

• Presentation: 45 M

• Questions: 1-1.5 H
• Referees first

• Start from the most prestigious or 
longer travel distance

• Decreasing order of “importance”

• Advisor is the last
• Comments rather than questions

• Does not participate to the evaluation

• Some chairmen allow questions from 
the public

• The chairman has the last word

• Public announcement + oath

• Traditional party

Examining Board, before
• Lunch or dinner

• Decisions
• Chairman

• Order of questions

Examining Board, after
• Exam outcome

• Never seen saying NO

• Thesis outcome
• Informal changes

• Written requirement for changes

• Defense report
• In France, it always goes with the thesis
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Before the defense

• Get info about the examiners
• Focus on referees
• Search engine
• Discuss with your advisor

• Slideshow
• Organized as an article
• Visual aspect

• Colors and sizes 

• Numbering pages helps Q&A
• Projectors aspect ratio is 16/9
• Spare pages at end

• Repeat, repeat, and repeat
• With your advisor and other grads
• Watch on talking time
• Memorize

• Page order

• Intermediate times

• Inspect the conference room
• Podium, projector, microphone, 

examiners place, 

• Videoconference platform
• You may need
• Zoom is preferred

• All employees in CNRS labs eligible 
for free account

• Test in the conference room
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Unfiled ideas

• The real value of your PhD
• Prestige of the advisor(s)

• Prestige of the examiners

• The report
• In France, always required with 

the diploma

• Give printed slides?
• Don’t, distracts the examiners

• Over-prepared talk?
• Safer, but somewhat boring

• That’s the way French people 
like it
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Software Tools
Sadly, more about a cult than a rational choice
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Team Working — Simultaneous Editing

• Cloud: Two or more people can edit simultaneously
• Online editing: as Google Docs and Dropbox Papers
• OneDrive merges contributions

(better not writing the same paragraph at the same time)
• Versioning server (ascii only, mostly used for code)

• Apache Subversion
• Git Hub

• Overleaf for Latex users
• Real-time preview
• Rich text or ascii editor
• Subscription
• But free of charge with limited space and no of files
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Bibliography Management

A critical issue for scientists
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Many Different Bibliography Styles! 203

Footnote on the same page

Van Vugt, M., Hogan, R., & Kaiser, R. B. (2008). Leadership, 
followership, and evolution: Some lessons from the past. American 
Psychologist, 63(3), 182-196. doi:10.1037/0003-066X.63.3.182

APA (American Psychological Association)

Physical Review,
APS (American Physical Society)

Intext reference (Smith, 1992), and bibliography at end

Old, APS (American Physical Society)

Nature

Superscript, and bibliography at end

Square brackets in the text [11]

Square brackets in the text [11]IEEE

…the work of Cormack (1994).
Cormack (1994, pp.32-33) states that…
…professional audience (Cormack, 1994).
Smith (1946) and Jones (1948) have shown…

Cox, C., 2002. What health care assistants know about clean hands. Nursing today, Spring Issue, pp.647-85.
Baron, D. P., 2008. Business and the organization. Chester: Pearson.

Harvard

Intext reference (Smith, 1992), and bibliography at end

List of abbreviations.  Example: PRA / Phys. Rev. A / Physical Review A 

AMS (American
Mathematical Society)

Square brackets in the text [Kn]



Bibliography Software

• Ancient time
• Typeset your bibliography and format it by hand

• Old time
• Typeset your bibliography database
• Call “by name” the documents you cite
• The computer formats the bibliography

• Modern time
• Build your database when searching on the web
• PDF files / Saved searches / Database records
• Compile your bibliography by clicking on the database
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Building the Bibliography

• Start: a bibliographic item is 
cited by “name” (label)

• Intermediate: the label is 
replaced by a full database 
record

• Final: the record is formatted 
according the publisher rules
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Example – Latex & Bibtex 206



Endnote

• Collect and organize
• Files for reading

• Saved searches

• Citation records

• Images and figures

• etc…

Instant bibliography in Microsoft Word, Apple Pages, OpenOffice Writer, Mathematica

Proprietary product, expensive (≈ $300 / €300)
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Mendeley

• Broadly similar to Endnote / much simpler

• Proprietary tool

• Elsevier —> Privacy issues? 

• Cost
• 2 GB, free of charge

• 5 GB, $55/year

• Unlimited, $165/year
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Zotero

• Choice between standalone and web app
• Linux / macOS / Windows
• Collect all research in a single, searchable interface

• PDFs, images, audio/video files, screenshots…

• Automatically indexes the full-text library content
• Organizes research into iTunes-playlist-like 

collections
• Named collections and sub-collections…
• Saved searches

• Create footnotes, endnotes, in-text citations, 
bibliographies
• Create citations in Word and OpenOffice

• Synchronizes data across many devices
• Requires registration

• Subscription charges beyond a small quota
• General purposes clouds are unsafe 
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Dear students,
thanks for attending my lectures, 
and best wishes for your career

Yours,
Enrico Rubiola
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WYSIWYG Word Processing

What You See Is What You Get
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Microsoft Office

• The University of Franche Comté subscribes to the Office 365 
package (full, not only Word)

• Create an Office 365 account using your email
first.last@univ-fcomte.fr, and set a password

• Download Office from the Microsoft web site and install

• Open Word, and choose “School or work account”

• Log in with your email first.last@univ-fcomte.fr
and the Office 365 password
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Microsoft Word

≈

What You See Is What You Get

Screenshot Printed page
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Multilingual Support 219



Team Working — Track Changes

Changes made by 
Enrico Rubiola

Changes made by 
Vincent Giordano

220

Accept or reject 
changes



Equations

Microsoft Word 2016 Professional typography

Displayed equation

Inline equation

displayed formula

inline formula

New versions do well

Latex-like typesetting way:   1/2 \sqrt x^2 + y^2
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Word – The Bottom Line

• Pros

• Basic use extremely simple and quick to 
learn

• Spell check and grammar check
• Sophisticated multilingual support
• Track changes

• Simultaneous editing
• Full integration with other programs
• Generally efficient for small documents

• Industry standard
• Accepted by all publishers

• Cons

• Advanced use is terribly complex and 
difficult to learn

• Painful search through menus

• Limited set of symbols, difficult to find

• Loss of quality with vector graphics 

• Sometimes small documents give a large 
file

• Print generally inferior  to pro quality

• Large documents are difficult or 
impossible to manage (split)

• Document damages when changing 
version

I like Word for drafting, and Latex for professional typesetting (conversion under LibreOffice)

.doc is proprietary format

.docx is XML, but proprietary
Little-known option for strict open XML

My tricks at the URL
http://rubiola.org/pdf-lectures/MS-Word-Tricks.docx
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Other WYSIWYG Programs

• OpenOffice
• Similar to Office, and free, but less efficient
• Export in PDF and Latex

• LibreOffice
• Alternate version of OpenOffice, born when Sun/Oracle tried to limit the freedom with OpenOffice

• Lyx
• Free, yet small community of users and lacks most pro features

• Pages (Apple)
• Simple and beautiful results, but lacks most pro features

• Scientific Word
• Uses Tex/Latex as the typesetting engine
• Outstanding for technical writing

• TexMacs (free)
• Free, but small community of users
• Beautiful prints, but lacks most pro features
• Designed for integration with some mathematical packages

• Scrivener
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Structured Text Processing

Legacy of TROFF
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The Tex / Latex Family

• The .tex is an ASCII file
• typesetting commands

• text

• Extremely compact files

• Latex processes boxes (font metrics) instead of 
graphics

• True fonts are added at preview/print time 

• Scalable graphics

• Full professional quality with early computers (1980s: 
5 MHz clock, 640 kB RAM, 20 MB hard disk)

• Portability over ≥ 30 years (!!!)

• Free, open source

• Supported by the American Mathematical Society
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PdfLatex

• A different flavor of latex which skips 
dvi and postscript

• Faster and simpler engine

• Default in most installations

• Same results as regular Latex (almost)

• Preferred in most cases
• Personal use, up to small/mid-size 

publishing companies
• Nowadays, very few use true 

postscript (2400 dpi photo-plotters)
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Pioneering Design, D. Knuth, 1978

• Automated placement of floating bodies (figures, tables)

• Automated numbering of chapters, sections, figures, formulas

• Refer to numbered objects by name (label) 

• Table of contents automatically generated and updated

• Also list of tables, figures, etc.

• Index automatically generated and updated (via Makeindex)

• Bibliography management (via Bibtex)

• Virtually unlimited font set (via Metafont)
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The Source File

Code Printout
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The Metafont Concept 233



Metafont and Bezier Lines

Round tip

Flat tip
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From C. Grandsire



Metafont Example

Greek letter “beta”

From C. GrandsireThe compressed file takes a few bytes
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Unlimited Fancy Graphics 236
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Conference Presentation
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General Advices

• Get information about the audience, and design the presentation for them

• Number your slides, helps to aks questions

• Table of contents goes in the first slide (title page)

• Choice of colors –> in the end, you have very little choice
• Printable at a reasonable cost
• Visible on screen and print
• Visible when you don’t print the background image/fill
• Some colors may disturb (bright red, bright light green…)

• Letters and numbers must be visible
• Avoid too small font in figures and plots

(appropriate size is bigger than in printed material)

• Choice of the program, and portability of your presentation

• Beware of fancy fonts, they may not be printed/shown correctly

• The last slide should summarize the results you are most proud of
(don’t show a “thank you” slide)

Slides reflect your personality, and shows it in public
Doing some experiments pays back.  When you are under pressure is too late
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Other Advices

• Take a look at the conference room

• Can you use your computer?
• Is a microphone necessary or mandatory?
• Is the position comfortable?
• Is a power outlet available and compatible with your computer?

• Check on laser pointer and battery

• Save a PDF copy of your presentation in a USB key

• Learn by hart the slide order / have a plan for long presentations

• Beginners: practice / record your presentation

• Tradeoff between preparation and improvisation

• A learned-by-hart presentation is deadly boring
(often seen at PhD defenses)

• Good improvisation catches the attention, at some risk
• Experience: you know what can be improvised and what cannot
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Planning a Long Presentation

•The plan of a long talk cannot 
be learned by hart

•Depending on the public, you 
may need to slow down

•Divide the available time in 
slots

•Keep the slots on schedule

•Add/skip slides within the slot

•Private next-slide preview 
helps a lot

Example Advices
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Speaker’s Private Screen
Apple Keynote app
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Speaker’s Private Screen
Microsoft PowerPoint app
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Speaker’s Private Scren

The private screen is totally independent of the presentation 

OpenOffice / LibreOffice app
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Latex Presentations

• The strength and the weakness of Latex is that it hides 
the layout
• Difficult to figure out what the final result look like

• Available packages and styles
• SliTex is gone
• Foiltex (IBM) is (one of) the simplest to use

• Elderly, no longer maintained
• Beamer is by far the most used

Tex/Latex generate outstanding PDFs.  Why not for a presentation?  
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Beamer – Example 245
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Academic Career

Beware that for some, academia turns out to be the hell

• Always hunt for grants (means, money)

• Serious and stressful multitasking

• Administration prevails on science
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Administratium

The heaviest element known to science was recently discovered by investigators at a major U.S. research university. The 
element, tentatively named administratium, has no protons or electrons and thus has an atomic number of 0. However, it 
does have one neutron, 125 assistant neutrons, 75 vice neutrons and 111 assistant vice neutrons, which gives it an atomic 
mass of 312. These 312 particles are held together by a force that involves the continuous exchange of meson-like 
particles called morons.

Since it has no electrons, administratium is inert. However, it can be detected chemically as it impedes every reaction it 
comes in contact with. According to the discoverers, a minute amount of administratium causes one reaction to take over 
four days to complete when it would have normally occurred in less than a second.

Administratium has a normal half-life of approximately three years, at which time it does not decay, but instead undergoes 
a reorganization in which assistant neutrons, vice neutrons and assistant vice neutrons exchange places. Some studies 
have shown that the atomic mass actually increases after each reorganization.

Research at other laboratories indicates that administratium occurs naturally in the atmosphere. It tends to concentrate at 
certain points such as government agencies, large corporations, and universities. It can usually be found in the newest, 
best appointed, and best maintained buildings.

Scientists point out that administratium is known to be toxic at any level of concentration and can easily destroy any 
productive reaction where it is allowed to accumulate. Attempts are being made to determine how administratium can be 
controlled to prevent irreversible damage, but results to date are not promising.
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New Chemical Element Discovered

Retrieved Feb 7, 2021 from 
https://www.mit.edu/people/dmredish/wwwMLRF/links/Humor/Administratium.html

The Tech 40(11) p.1-2, October 4, 1991 reports on the 
Ig Nobel prizes

“Thomas Kyle’s discovery of `the heaviest element in the 
universe, Administratium’ was rewarded the physics prize”



Career & Life Options

• Tough challenge
• Work hard
• Earn high experience & skills
• Comfortable life for later

• Provide a service
• Temporary (5+5y)
• Few permanents: tech & 

research management
• Int’l Scientific Council
• Guest researchers
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Academic Career – Oversimplified

•Faculty Member / 
Academic Career
•Professor (Full Professor)
•Associate Professor
•Assistant Professor

•Others
•Lecturer
•Instructor
•Fellow (UK)
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The Concept of Chair

• Official knowledge/authority in a domain
• The chair makes the professor above the others

• Relates to the university, not to the whole Country

• Strongly dependent on Country
• Professor ordinarius (DE)

• Cattedra (IT)

• Named chair (USA/CA), prestigious

• Lucasian Chair (Cambridge, UK) a few served as a member of 
Parliament, appointed by the university
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Academic Positions

• PR and MCF have similar tasks
• PR is expected to manage 

research and education
• PR is expected to lecture –

as opposed to Classroom 
work and labs

• In many practical cases 
cases the legal difference is 
not respected

• Grades differ only in salary

Position Grade Access Equivalent

MCF

Maître de 
conférences

(≈80%)

2nd class
(established after 1 y)

Entry level
(local selection)

Assistant professor
– or  –
Associate professor

1st class Automatic, after 4 y

HC
(hors classe)

Competition 
(national & local)

PR

Professeur
des 
universités

(≈20%)

2nd class
Entry level
(local selection)

Full professor1st class
Competition 
(national & local)

EX1, EX2
(classe exceptionnelle)

Competition 
(national & local)
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The Selection Process 

• The expectations are detailed in a document 
called Profile (profil)

• Usually mentions two contact persons, 
research and teaching

• The university appoints the Selection 
Committee (comité de sélection), an 
examining board specific for each position 
open

• Members ≥ 50% from other universities

• Screening (≈√N invited for an interview)  

• Rank (publications, contracts, 
experience, etc…)

• Profile / resumé matching

• Interview (virtual meeting is allowed)

• Report on experience / research / contracts / 
education

• Research project (sometimes required, 
sometimes not)

• Answer to the Committee’s questions

• Decision, by the Selection Committee

• Strongly recommended, before the interview

• Visit university & lab, introduce yourself, and 
get all possible information

• Give a seminar on your work, or on a subject 
of broad interest

• If possible, have a correspondent who gives 
feedback
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Probation Period

• Maître de Conferences
• One year

• Report to National Council of University (CNU)

• Lifetime position confirmed (most cases)

• One more year probation (seldom)

• Professeur
• No probation period

• Lifetime position at the time of hiring
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Problems and Plagues (1)

• Hiring and of promoting local folks

• In some universities and disciplines, up to 95% of PR are former MCF 
from same institution

• Exception: mathematicians never hire or promote local folks

• Since 2009, the by law targets fixing the problem

• Selection Committee must have ≥50% non-local people

• Too short interview & analysis of the CV

• Short plenary discussion at the selection committee, two referees for 
each applicant report on the resumé

• In some cases, the interview takes 15 minutes for a lifetime tenure!!!
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Problems and Plagues (2)

• Salaries and career opportunities
• Difficult to hire strongly motivated and ambitious people
• Lower salaries, as compared to some other wealthy Countries
• Unclear hierarchy
• Heading a team is really tough – no control on coworkers
• Heavy teaching duty, 50% of time
• 192 h/year + preparation, assignments, exams, meetings…
• Professors —> No assistants for labs, assignments, schedule, etc.
• Heavy coordination between small modules
• No real link between research and teaching
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CNRS

• Ranks are equivalent to those in universities, different names

• MCF  <–>  CR = Chargé de Recherche 

• PR  <–>  DR = Directeur de Recherche

• Approximately same salary as in university

• No obligation of teaching

• Teaching is encouraged, 

• Paid at standard hour rate, same as PhD student

• Lectures and no of hours negotiated with the university 

• Tough competition

• National selection

• Open-research positions and specific positions

• The research project is a relevant point of evaluation

• Slow and tough career

• 5–10% of CR get DR position at t –> oo
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